This report includes discussions and activities from monthly committee meetings conducted via Skype and e-mail between January 1 and March 1, 2019.

**Information Items:**

The CAC has held two virtual meetings in 2019: January 8 and February 12.

Highlights include the following:

- The Taylor & Francis EBA plan ended in January. A minimum of six universities needed to participate in the plan in order for those institutions to get shared access to the purchased titles.

- Several members from the CAC and the Electronic Resources Subcommittee serve on negotiation teams for resources that are up for renewal in 2019:
  - Clarivate (Web of Science)
  - Cambridge University Press
  - Wiley

  They have worked with Rachel Erb, FALSC Director of E-Resources, in reviewing contract offers and suggesting counterproposals. They have also participated in virtual and/or in-person meetings with these vendors during the ongoing negotiations.

- Two major journal package contracts, Taylor & Francis and Springer Nature, will expire 12/31/2019. The CAC would like to pass this information on to CSUL in case CSUL would like to begin organizing negotiation teams this spring.
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